
If The Market and the Mines
HI With two mining exchanges in operation and
HA 250 brokers, more or less, hustling for business,

the plain citizen who has resisted hitherto the
Hn fe rjimtion of the "big strike" and the allurement
H9i ot tht "coming dividend," must be cunning, in- -

H deed, to escape conscription into the great army
ji ot stockholders. Public spirited men will not wait

to be drafted. They will volunteer. We cannot
afford to let the word go out that Salt Lake City
contains more brokers than traders. Every
broker should have at least one bona fide client.
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Aside from the brokers themselves, who areI"W

afraid that the opening of a second exchange
vhero will bring about cutthroat competition in
commission dealing, the community looks forward
with interest and curiosity to the launching of the
Utah Stock & Mining exchange with its generous

. membership and broad listing policy. Opinion is
V1 divided as to whether the survival of two ex- -

changes in this field will be possible, but the per- -

sonnel of the new body, as indicated by Mr. C. W.
H Hartley, affords the assurance that the enterprise
H will be more than a flash in the pan. The Salt

f Lake- - exchange is so well fortified that its
' demise is not to be anticipated. The outlook is,

H! therefore, for a considerable period of more or
H less exciting competition to which the public will
H be admitted free gratis for nothing.
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H p Real estate is said by certain soothsayers to
Hi be a more important factor in the mining ex- -

H change question than mines. It has been noted
Hf that the most active promoters of the new 'change
Hj ire men who are interested in up town realty and
H it is well known that the old exchange is getting
Hf ready to move to Newhouseville.

i

It looks as if the Mammoth Mining company
would have to go down in its pockets and dig up
$180,000 for the Grand Central, or else ship a car
or two of its fancy gold rock. It would take very
little ore like that contained in the last shipment
to satisfy the Grand Central judgment. Stuff
worth $2,250 a ton runs into money very fast and,
it will be remembered, the Mammoth marketed
32 tons of this class of ore a week or two ago
The payment of the long standing judgment for
ore extracted from the disputed ground will not
bother the Mammoth a little bit, but the owners
dislike very much to surrender the ground and
they dislike still more to admit defeat after fight-
ing the case inch by inch to the Supreme Court
of the United States, where it has finally gone
against them. The issues between the two com-

panies were intricate and difficult to decide. The
trial brought Into discredit the whole system of

extralateral rights allowed by our mining laws. Tt

was Impossible to follow the letter of the statutes
because the Lord, in forming ore bodies, acted
in defiance of all legislation on the subject. Goo-logic-

conditions were utterly unlike the ideal
situation contemplated by the lawmakers when
the statutes were drawn. In spite of all this,
however, the court and the jury before which
the case was tried, kept as close to the law as
circumstances would permit and, in the judgment
of unbiased spectators as well as of the higher
courts, rendered as nearly as equitable verdict as
a misfit legal system would allow.

& & &
Certain traders are at a loss to account for

the discrepancy in the market price of Sioux Con.
as compared with Colorado and Iun Blossom.
They think that someone must have been "knock

ing." Not necessarily. Confidence Is a protly In-

fluential factor in fixing quotations. The Knight
shares stand Al as regards the conduct of their
managers. Sioux has not had time to livo down
the shady reputation it acquired through the man-
ipulation of its stock at the time of its original
strike. Manager Holdaway became the goat, but
the public Is not yet thoroughly convinced of the
Innocence of the other officials. Rightly or not
this moral Influence enters into the price equation
and the present management of the Sioux cannot
alter facts by calling names.

& & &
Ernest Woolley, the custodian of the Colorado-Knigh- t

smelter option, returned from the east
Tuesday. After exacting a promise from the
newspaper reporters that they would not print
anything about the option-peddlin- g experiences he
made assurance still surer by refusing to breathe
a word concerning his adventures In darkost New
York. He declined to confirm or deny the rumor
that he saw a white hippopotamus In addition to
the elephant and a tiger. The close watch that
has been kept on the Tintic railroad stations with-
out result Indicates that if an expert has com-

menced an examination of the Colorado mine he
went to the district in a freight car and was dis-

guised af a ton of coal. Until engineers begin to
measure up the Colorado's resources the talent
will refuse to take the threatened sale seriously.

j & jS
Bingham has a right to be excited over the

showing made at the tunnel level of the Ohio
Copper company. The practical demonstration
of the presence of millions and millions of tons of
2 per cent copper ore is enough to awaken the
enthusiasm of any camp. Copper may not be
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K X Announce Our Initial Showing of New

jj Hats for the Spring and Summer of 1 909

H Opening of on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, March

Hf 1 5 th to 1 7th, inclusive.
1 This Exclusive Display, the Result of Personal

y 71 f and Discriminating Selection, Includes the Newest
S!

i firiMrr lll lIJln0irf and Handsomest Styles of American and Euro- -

JjJf trig --1 fJLllllrlCrj pean Designers, and We Cordially Invite Your
(j Inspection.
L Everything in the New Ideas from Those

mP Which Typify the Simplicity of Tailored Models

jt First Showing of Model and t0 the Most Stunning Parisian Creations.

Street HatSI Quality Value Exclusioeness
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